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either by horse wheels, tread wheels, or by water wheels;
and this they find the surest way for the drawing their
water, although the charge of such wheels is very great " *.
Eventually the solution was found in the invention of the
steam engine, designed originally for the purpose of draining
water from the mines—' a giant with one idea ', as Coleridge
called it—though in its ultimate form it became the pivot
of the modern system of industry and transport. The pro-
ject of raising water by fire was conceived at least as early
as 1630 2: it is mentioned by the Marquess of Worcester in
his A Century of Inventions (1663) a : and it finally assumed
shape in the engines of Savery (1698) and Newcomen (1712) 4.
Arthur Young describes the miners whom he encountered The
on his northern tour as "in general, I might almost sa
universally, a most tumultuous, sturdy set of people, greatly
impatient of control, very insolent, and much void of
common industry. Those employed in the lead mines of
Craven and in many collieries can scarcely, by any means,
be kept to the performance of a regular business ; upon the
least disgust they quit their service and try another. No
bribes can tempt them to any industry after the first per-
formance of their stated work, which leaves them half the
day for idleness or rioting at the ale-house " 5. This un-
favourable estimate may have been influenced unconsciously
by a desire to stress the improvement effected in their char-
acter by the combination of mining with farming pursuits,
though the quality of rugged independence was doubtless
1 Primatt, The City and Country; Purchaser and Builder (1667), 26.
Similarly: North, The Lives of the Norths (ed. Jessopp), i. 178. An
inventor's proposal (c. 1610) for an engine to draw fifteen tons of
water an hour at 100 fathoms depth is described in Hist. MSS. Comm.
Middleton, 173. The same problem existed in the tin mines, where the
water engines did " five times more good than the mills they use to turn
with horses, but then they are much more chargeable " : Celia Fiennes,
Through England on a Side Saddle, 219 (temp. William and Mary).
z By David Ramsey : State Papers Domestic, 1629-1631, pp. 382, 483.
8 Page 46 : " An admirable and most forcible way to drive up water
by fire."
4 The Dictionary oj National Biography, s.v. Savery and Newcomen;
Galloway, Annals of Coal Mining, i. 196 seq., 236 seq.; Fleming and
Brocklehurst, A History of Engineering, no seq.
* Tour through the North (ed. 1771), ii. 261-262.

